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A. Books
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C. Translated book


D. Edited journal issues


E. Articles in journals and edited collections

E12 ‘’’Die Welt ist alles was der Fall ist’ (Wittgenstein, Weissmann, Pynchon) / “Le signe est toujours le signe de la chute” (Derrida)’. Southern Review, 16 (2), 1983: 274–291. Co–publication with David Wills.1

1. Redrafted as a chapter in A3.


E26 ‘Telegrammatology, Part I: Lot 49 and the Post–ethical’. Pynchon Notes, 18/19 (Spring / Fall), 1986: 39–54.4


3. Redrafted as a chapter in A3.
5. Redrafted as a chapter in A5.
E37 ‘Why There are No Guarantees for Interrogators’. *Journal of Pragmatics*, 11 (4), 1987: 455–471.8

8. Write–up of conference presentation, see H3. 
9. Write–up of conference presentation, see H6. 
10. Redrafted version of E53.


E67 ‘Vineland: Teenage Mutant Ninja Fiction (Or, St Ruggles’ Struggles, Chapter 4)’. *Pynchon Notes*, 26/27 (Spring/Fall), 1990: 97–106.


15. Anthologised as E69.
18. Write-up of conference presentation, see H7. Some materials reused in a chapter in A5.


---

19. Redrafted as a chapter in A5.  
20. Write-up of conference presentation, see H2.  
21. Some material reused in a chapter in A5.  
23. Redrafted as a chapter in A5.  
24. Redrafted as E108.  
25. Supplement to Vol. 8, No. 2.  
27. Write-up of conference presentation, see H9.


Appeared 1995.

Write-up of conference presentation, see H10.


Appeared 1999.


Appeared 1999.

34. Paper removed from issue at the insistence of Carfax Ltd.
36. Redrafted version of a chapter in A5.
37. Republication of E108.


E136 ‘Street and Studio: Popular Commercial Photography in India and Bangladesh’. Intersections: Gender, History and Culture in the Asian Context, 8 (October), 2002. With photographs by Alastair McNaughton.


38. Write-up of conference presentation, see H12.
40. Redrafted popular essay version of E142.
41. Redrafted version of a chapter in A7.

42. Original analysis on which E139 is based.
43. Write-up of conference presentation, see H13.
44. Redrafted version of E135.
45. Write-up of conference presentation, see H11.


‘What Are We Doing When We Analyse Conversation?’ *Australian Journal of Communication*, 36 (3), 2009: 15–21.49


46. Redrafted from parts of a chapter in A4.
48. The odd dating for this article arises from the fact that the © date is 2008 while the official publication date is 2006. *Discourse* is/was somewhat behindhand with its publishing schedule. I have a letter from the editor explaining this; available on request.
49. Write-up of conference presentation, see H16.